1. Relative homology for pairs. Homology and cohomology for a pair of groups G D S (cf. [6] ) can be extended to pairs (G, S) consisting of a group G and a family of subgroups S = {S t }, as follows: If S = 0 one takes the usual (absolute) groups of G. If S =£ 0, let A be the kernel of the G-homomorphism 
2. Poincare' duality pairs. The product structure for Ext* and Tor* (cf. [4,
( Thus various results and criteria for duality groups can be applied to PD npairs; note that A is Z-free. We give here, and in §3, a list of consequences of (1): Definition (1) is equivalent with en-: H k (G, S; A) -> ^n^k(G; A) being an isomorphism for all A and k. The module Z and the dimension n are determined by the pair (G, S). The pair is called orientable if G acts trivially on Z, 138 ROBERT BIERI AND BENO ECKMANN otherwise nonorientable. The group H n (G, S; Z) is infinite cyclic generated by e; choice of a generator e is called an orientation (even in the nonorientable case!). The family S is finite; all S i in S are PI/ 1 " 1 -groups; an orientation of (G, S) determines an orientation for each S f . We call S (with these orientations) the boundary of the (oriented) PZ^-pair (G, S). For an oriented group the minus sign denotes change of orientation.
3. Extensions and amalgams. Using (2) and criteria for duality one proves There is a converse of this in the sense of [2, Theorem A] ; and there is also a "finite extension Theorem" generalizing the corresponding result in [1] and [5] . 
(b) Let U, V be isomorphic subgroups of G, with o: U -=-> V. If (G, S U UU V) is a PLf-pair, then so is (G * v 0 > S), where G * v a is the HNN-extension for o.
Repeated application of (4) yields, for the "fundamental group G(($) of a graph of groups" in the sense of Serre [7] : 
Oriented cobordism.
Here all PD-groups and -pairs are assumed orientable and oriented.
(6) DEFINITION. TWO finite families S, T of PD n~~l -groups are cobordant if there exist finitely many PLP -pairs such that S U (-T) is the disjoint union of their boundaries. This is an equivalence relation: it is easily seen that it is reflexive and symmetric; transitivity is proved by means of (5). We write (S) for the class of S, and Sl n for the set of all classes of families S of PD n -groups. With addition of classes defined by <5> + (T) = (S U T), £l n is an Abelian group (0 = 0, -<S> = (-iS>); it is generated by the classes (S> of single groups. Sl 0 = Z, generated by the class <1> of the trivial group. The direct product of groups defines a graded (skew-) commutative multiplication £l n x Sl m -• Sl n + m turning the graded group SI* into a graded ring with unit.
^or families S, T, the union S U T is taken with respect to the disjoint union of the indexing sets.
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The signature of an orientable PU 1 -group is defined as for manifolds (for 
